The decision by the California Institute of Technology (Caltech), which runs the lab under contract from NASA, surprised many in the space science community who assumed the job would go to an outsider. But Elachi's knowledge of the lab, scientific credentials, and vision vaulted him to the top of a list of 74 candidates. "We're not merely anointing a prince here," said Caltech President David Baltimore. "He simply provided insurmountable competition." Elachi has had a management role in the Mars program, which had to be revamped after the failures of the Mars Polar Lander and the Mars Climate Orbiter in late 1999. But several NASA officials and space scientists say that Elachi's responsibility for those failures was minimal. "He was the fall guy," adds one senior researcher who knows the lab well. The departing director, Ed Stone, was blamed by NASA officials for failing to speak out more publicly about the lab's responsibility. Stone, age 65, will return to teaching at Caltech after 10 years as head of the lab.
The 53-year-old Elachi studied physics, geology, and business administration and earned his electrical engineering doctorate from Caltech before joining the lab in 1971. He helped develop a series of radar instruments used on the space shuttle that revealed archaeological sites just under Earth's surface in Egypt, China, and Saudi Arabia. He also is team leader for a radar experiment on the Cassini mission to Saturn.
At the press conference, NASA Administrator Dan Goldin told Elachi exactly what he must do: " Figure  out how to double the number of missions with a similar workforce-and maybe double that again." One former NASA official who has worked with Elachi says he's up to the task. "Elachi is smart, competent, and adept at giving Goldin what he wants," says the official.
Elachi says he's "very confident" he can do more with less. He's also hoping that the launch of a new Mars orbiter in April, and additional Mars missions in 2003, will boost morale at the battered lab.
